
SCALP TREATMENT 
STAND-ALONE/ADD-ON SERVICE
15 MIN BOOKING TIME

For mental clarity and relaxation, optional with oil or dry.

This scalp massage increases blood circulation to the head to relieve tension, relax the mind and helps to strengthen hair roots.

OPENING

1. Establish guest in prone position on the massage table. Offer a bolster 
underneath ankles. Assure guest’s highest comfort level 

2. Ground & shield yourself and get present and clear. Set your intention 
for guest treatment and yourself

3. Determine if guest would like a dry scalp massage or with oil
4. Shield guest’s eyes and spray Hydrating Mist in a halo over the entire head

SCALP MASSAGE

1. Optional: warm Citrus Cardamom, Jasmine Tuberose, or Geranium 
Cedarwood Massage Oil in between hands and distribute throughout head 
on scalp

2. Begin with one chest shoulder neck effleurage ending at the occipital 
ridge, traction

3. Start fingertip circles/shampoo move on the entire head  (change direc-
tion of circles)

4. Comb/rake your fingers through hair from forehead to cowlick on entire skull
5. Traction the neck with alternate hand pulls
6. Turn head to right side, anchor your hand on side of head around ear and 

massage the back of the head in circles
7. Turn head to left and repeat 6. Place head back to center
8. Lift scalp up by gently grabbing hair at roots and lifting/pulling it up, 

continue on entire head
9. Cover the entire skull with both hands and apply pressure and release 
10. Thumb pressures from hairline to cowlick starting center then working 

the lines all the way to temples
11. Pressure circles with heels of hand
12. Raindrop technique with fingertips 
13. Hold skull for a few breaths to calm everything down
14. Wrap head in moist warm towel and compress
15. Remove moist towel and replace with dry towel

CLOSING

1. Cradle the guest’s skull and do a cranial hold for a few breaths
2. Then release and gently press the heads of the arm bones down opening 

the chest
3. Final touch for grounding go to the footside of the table and hold both 

feet with your hands applying gentle pressure
4. Detach yourself gently from the guest and indicate to them the finishing 

of their treatment
 

 
NOTE: This protocol is meant as an add on treatment to any other spa service.

PRODUCTS & TOOLS

• A few sprays of Hand Sanitizer
• 4 pumps Jasmine Tuberose or Geranium Cedarwood Hydrating Mist 
• 1 Tbsp Citrus Cardamom, Jasmine Tuberose, or Geranium Cedarwood 

Massage Oil

TABLE SET UP & PREP

• Guest lays down in supine position on massage bed ( dressed in standard 
massage table set up or respective set up of following treatment:

• Warm moist towels
• Dry head towel

WATCH SCALP TREATMENT

https://vimeo.com/336900794/7f5fdc5021
https://vimeo.com/336900794/7f5fdc5021



